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U.S. relief stalled on McConnell-Trump friction: McConnell put off a vote on Trump's call to boost
relief cheque and urged the Senate to override his veto of a defence bill, in a rare challenge to
Trump.Democrats now believe this issue could give them advantage in Georgia runoff elections
next week.
Economic recovery optimism priced in, need concrete good news for more gains
-markets treat any information (passage or otherwise) as USD negative in keeping with their
current fascination.
Talks of the dollar’s demise have become the norm of the game. Expansion of the money supply
is a very common argument that is used to support narrative that the dollar is dead.
However, the example of Japan is worth looking. BOJ is years ahead of every central bank -yet
Yen is alive and well. BOJ experience shows that CB can print inconceivable amounts of currency
and still not destroy its currency. value
(BOJ has printed close to three quarters of a quadrillion Japanese Yen -roughly 7.5T USD
equivalent- Surely, with such currency printing, Yen should have already hit zero)
No particular catalyst for the latest round of EUR/USD buying. Sentiment bullish into year-end
and looking ahead to 2021 - nearly 93 % bullish on EUR. Collective wisdom or irrational frenzy monthly high in late April at 1.2414 next above 1.2280.
China factory activity likely sustained strong expansion in Dec. As of now, Year-end position
squaring- USDCNY weighed down by high year-end seasonal demand for yuan. Spot-next
contract for dollar/yuan jumped to 70 points. Highest since late September; makes short yuan
positions untenable. 6.5150 6.5350.
Cable's Monday, Tuesday lows by rising 21-dma last. Virus concerns mount - further restrictions
today. Early 2021 trade friction to be weighed as new rules are applied. Brexit not all that rosy cable ignores internal negatives and just reflects USD weakness- 1.3523 to hold for lower cable.
Yearly close above 200mma seems less likely. Resistance at 103.95, 38.2% Nov-Dec fall stiffens.
103.30 103.70 for now.
USDINR: Inability to bounce past 73.50 a slight concern -broad Dollar dump to keep the upside
under check 73.30 73.45.

